
STRUGGLING WITH
STAFF SHORTAGES?

Unique Solutions for a
Unique Industry
Airlines depend on ELP Aviation because our software
improves operational efficiencies, eases crew
interactions, and increases profitability. We offer
products that provide scalable and agile solutions
based on the individual Carrier’s needs. We're already
thinking about how to solve the next problem.
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Contact
Information
To contact us , please refer to the
information below:

Phone

316-239-6080

Email

info@elpaviation.com
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Who Is ELP?
Established in 2010, ELP is an aviation software-development company
that creates systems focused on advancing the capabilities of crew
management departments. We are airline and software people with the
sole purpose of providing mission critical products & services to increase
the efficiency of airline operation and management.

ELP has the unique ability to create tools that do not currently exist in the
marketplace and can be seamlessly integrated with the airline's current
systems. ELP's aviation expertise, legacy database knowledge, and
software development innovation make us stand out from other software
companies and airline software vendors.
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We Help With Staff &
Crew Shortages
Staff shortages have become one of the biggest obstacles for airlines
today. COVID has pushed already insufficient, outdated systems to the
brink, and airlines are feeling the consequences both in operational
disruptions and lost profits. Our systems are designed to overhaul
inefficiencies and minimize the impacts staff shortages bring by taking
the pressure off scheduling and crews; through automating the simpler
processes, errors are reduced and your employees can focus on more
critical situations. 
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Scheduling Dept.
Scheduling is often the first line of defense at keeping your operation
intact, especially during an IROP situation. Oftentimes, they're at a
disadvantage out of the starting gate before anything even goes wrong,
with complex trips that can't be filled and no way to look at the bigger
picture beyond a day.
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Scheduling Dept.
That's why when building tools for scheduling we made sure each one
aimed at improving efficiency with some programs even giving visibility to
trip conflicts up to a week in advance. We custom design our software to
accommodate your unique contractual rules and procedures so there's
essentially no learning curve. Automation saves scheduling valuable time
so they're able to make better, more informed staffing decisions that will
improve reaction times and ensure more accurate and optimal 
reserve assignments.
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Payroll Dept.
For airlines Payroll has always been a complex and laborious issue and with
COVID perpetuating staff shortages, the payroll department is even more
stressed. Increasingly complex pay procedures are typically calculated
manually, wasting valuable time and causing undue stress. ELP's CrewPay is
able to take into account your airline's unique pay rules and procedures, and
compute many calculations automatically, manual calculations are rarely
needed. Save payroll time and stress, and save on staffing as you'll be able
to expect faster pay reports with less employees. Improve transparency for
crewmembers and other employees, and save your payroll department time
and stress with our innovative payroll software that is designed with your
airline in mind. 
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El Al Airlines

"... During COVID IROPS, after quickly checking ELP's
CrewRules Duty/Rest Tracking Tool, we found an

assignment to be illegal, which could result in a FAR
violation two days later in a remote destination with no

recovery assignment available. We changed the
assignment and avoided the situation smoothly. This
is just one example of the well-proven efficiency of

ELP's tools... both in regular and irregular operations."
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ELP Aviation's Products
Our selection of developed and fully customizable software will have you
covered every step of the way, helping alleviate staff shortages as well as
everyday headaches that come with running an airline.
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ELP CrewPay automates many
painstaking processes including
premium pay and saves your payroll
department countless hours and stress.

ELP CrewPay
ELP's Crewportal offers a one-stop shop
for all company communications within
one app and one core software. 

ELP CrewPortal

ELP Dash are customized dashboards
that provide easy access to
comprehensive operational information;
we pull data from multiple databases to
give management a more complete
overall picture and staff an efficient way
to track critical issues.

ELP Dash
ELP Reserves provides automated
solutions to reserve utilization that is a
particular pain point during IROPS and
crew shortages, but when automated
and optimized can offer a solution to
crew and staff shortages.

ELP Reserves
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ELP CrewPortal
The CrewPortal is a multi-purpose communications platform that lowers
costs, as only one core engine needs to be maintained while streamlining
communication with one single sign-on for all company-related
communications.

Multiple modules and apps enable each department to have a complete
solution tailored to all of their communication needs. Choose only the
modules you want and add functionality as your company's needs change. 
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The Value Of
CrewPortal
ELP’s CrewPortal improves productivity and lowers cost by provides the
crews and internal departments the ability to have one sign-on for all their
company communication needs and the carrier one core software.

The Benefits:
Reduces Non-critical phone calls
Automates Costly Processes
Solves Staffing Shortages
Improves Productivity

Focus attention on critical issues
Lower Costs
Improves Crew Satisfaction
Improves IROPS Recovery
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NOTIFICATIONS

ELP’s Notifications Module of the CrewPortal
identifies all the pending notifications in your
Legacy System’s database, performs a legality
check, and notifies the crewmember once they
are legal for positive communication. When a
crew scheduling change occurs, the system, in
real-time, sends out notifications either
selectively or automatically, depending on how
your Portal is configured.

Thousands of notifications can be sent instantly,
generating a positive ROI due to the prevention
of costly crew-related flight delays 
or cancellations. By automating the notification
process staffing shortages can be mitigated and
crews can be better prepared for duty.

Notifications can be sent through multiple
means depending on the airline and crew’s
choice (i.e., Mobile App, E-mail, and/or Text). The
CrewPortal tracks positive notifications and can
be updated in your CMS depending on your
comfort level, creating a fully automated
communications loop.

The alerts feature includes hotel information and
changes as well as schedule changes.

CrewPortal
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CrewPortal
CANCELLED FLIGHTS

With ELP's Cancelled Flights Module, in the app,
crew members are notified immediately when
flights are canceled within a pairing. The earlier
the notification, the quicker the crewmember can
be available for re-assignment. 

It gives you the ability to be prepared for any
situation. With this functionality, your
management team can proactively put a plan in
place and get ahead of critical situations related
to the impending IROPS.

This feature is another example of improving the
crewmember’s quality of life, and therefore labor
relations. The more information the crew has
access to, the quicker their reaction times and
the less burden on your staff. This is especially
helpful during staff shortages and IROPS.



CrewPortal
RELIABILITY
One method of mitigating crew shortages is to
reduce crew absenteeism. Reliability programs
have a proven record of reducing absenteeism.
With the Reliability Module of the CrewPortal you
can easily monitor crew members' attendance
without endless searches and provide crew
members with increased visibility of their
attendance record which has been proven to
reduce absenteeism, which can be one method
to help mitigate crew shortages.

What's more, Reliability comes with a
customizable point system that tracks sick
events and attendance, providing a method to
add negative points or reward positive
attendance trends with positive points based on
the company's defined system. The app will
automatically inform the crew and management
of repeat offenders and the status of their
attendance point balance in real-time.
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CrewPortal
RELIABILITY CONT.
The software looks at real-time data in your CMS
and reads the appropriate activities for a rolling
365 days.

When a sick event occurs the crewmember
receives a notification of the change to their
point balance, as well as any disciplinary action
that may occur for future attendance issues.
Since the crewmember can visually see the
impact of their sick call, this acts as a deterrent
for future events while providing management
with a tracking system to enable disciplinary
action to be applied, further deterring 
future events.

Less sick calls will help bolster attendance and
help to reduce staff shortages. 
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ELP Dash
ELP’s Dashboards are not confined to one database and one core
software. So instead of only seeing the information in the core system, the
dashboards are designed to offer key information that may cross over
from one software to another, combining all your key information in one
single screen

Knowledge is power.  ELP's Dashboards provide End-Users and
Management the key information needed to make critical decisions
quickly, enabling your staff to focus on what's most important.



The Value Of ELP Dash
This solution is proven to eliminate your staff’s workload by 46%. Since
this is a custom product, we can program additional logic not found in the
core system, giving you access to information not typically available. ELP
Dash gives management and staff full visibility, which helps quickly
identify and resolve critical issues.

The Benefits:
Improves productivity
Lowers cost
Reduces cancellations & delays
Helps manage staff shortages
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SCHEDULING

This is a dashboard specifically for crew
scheduling personnel to help them monitor and
track critical issues throughout their shift.
Instead of schedulers having to decipher multiple
reports on multiple screens, this dashboard
shows all critical issues on a graphically
clear screen.

Dashboards

ELP's Scheduling Dashboard has proven to
improve productivity by almost 50%, which is
invaluable when dealing with under-staffed
Scheduling Depts. In addition, the Scheduling
Dash has proven to improve monitoring and
proactively mitigates cancellations and delays.
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Dashboards
TRAINING

ELP’s Qualifications Dashboard provides
increased visibility for all qualification and
training requirements, including items tracked in
multiple databases. We can easily combine
information from multiple databases, add
parameters, and custom logic to give you only
the desired information you need displayed
quickly and easily.

Keep track of expiring qualifications while
balancing current staffing with those out on
training- all in one comprehensive space.

Improved monitoring and planning for expiring
training events and documents, can minimize the
removal of qualified crew from the line, which is
invaluable when dealing with the crew shortage
issues we have today. 
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ELP Reserves
Empower your scheduling department like never before and save both 
schedulers and crew members time and stress with our extensive array of 
reserve tools to help automate and simplify your processes. Our aim for 
reserve is to improve transparency and communication while making sure 
operational information is shared efficiently and easily, and every 
department feels informed and in control.  
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The Value Of Reserves
With our line of Reserve products we take complex and common pain 
points inherent in the reserve process, simplify them. We automate as 
much as possible, ensuring accurate and timely results which increase 
transparency and communication between scheduling and crews. We 
also give your team tools to not only fix problems today, but with an eye 
on the future of the operation. 

The Benefits:
Time saved  for scheduling and crew 
 Less pressure and more time available to solve complex issues 
Scheduling is able to make more comprehensive and proactive 
staffing decisions 
More transparency
Better reaction times  
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Reserves
RESERVE AUTO-ASSIGN

This feature looks at all open time 7 days in the
future, and pairs Open Time with the most
optimum reserve crewmember. If an appropriate
reserve crew is unavailable, then the tool flags
the pairing. enabling Crew Scheduling to focus
on critical issues requiring complex solutions.

The engine supplies totals for a larger overview
of the open time vs reserve crew’s status for the
next 7 days. Any trips that do not have a
potential crew or are left-over after all reserves
are assigned will be flagged and can be listed in
the Reserve Self-Assign module of the
CrewPortal to be advertised as premium pick-up.
The crewmembers will be able to use the
CrewPortal to request the open trips and the
assignment can be automatically assigned in
your CMS.

Optimal reserve pairings with an eye on future 
needs goes a long way to ensure that
assignments solve today's problems without 
creating more for tomorrow. Automation ensures 
accuracy and saves scheduling time to handle 
other issues with a more level head, and make 
staff shortages a thing of the past. 
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Reserves
RESERVE SELF ASSIGN
 

RESERVES AVAILABLE

Reserves Available ingests your system's raw
data, and sorts available reserves within a certain
footprint in a proper order- one that
automatically refreshes every 2 minutes to
ensure that only available reserves appear in the
call-out list. This program instantly automates
what is normally a laborious manual process,
and in doing so provides a clear, accurate,
comprehensive picture for crew scheduling. 

This feature allows crew-members to bid for open 
time as their schedule and contract allow. 
Depending on your needs, this feature can be 
automated or manual; either way it will help cover 
staffing needs and empower your crews while on 
 reserve. This feature can be customized to fit any 
special self-assign situations you need as well as 
any and all contract obligations.
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For Your IT Department
ELP Software Benefits 

Most of the needs that require adjustments will be done by ELP on the
cloud with no involvment from you
You have nothing to maintain since the entire tool lives in AWS
The queries are not invasive and take only seconds to run
There is just 1 connection and 1 server to manage
Minimal implementation processes needed
Many of our products can be functional within a few weeks
Maximum results with minimal IT effort 
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Techie Aviation
Experts With The
Human Touch
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ELP For Your
Future
CUSTOMIZATION

Everything we do is custom-built for you with no
secret in your cost. We are known for our
transparency, and you will get the solution you
need without any surprises in the end.

SUPPORT

Since analytics is a dynamic process and your
dashboard may change over time, we build in
programming time into the support agreement.
This enables your dashboard to change as your
operation changes.
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Thank you for your time and
consideration to partner with 
ELP Aviation.

Thank You

Phone

316-239-6080

Email

info@elpaviation.com
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Reliable
Solutions, 

Real People
Airlines call on us because we deliver, but also because we’re real

people who love what we do. Talking to Erwin, Jason, Stephanie, or
any of our programmers is a lot more helpful than staring at a
screen hoping for solutions. Since 2010, we've cleared up big
headaches for big clients. Get to know us and judge us by the

results, not Erwin’s corny quips
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Scan the QR code for digital copies of our E-Books:


